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ABSTRACT 
 

The MBTI pci scores can be used to generate two new ―decoupled‖ 

attitude pairs, one pair associated with the perception function pair S and 

N and the other with the judgment function pair T and F. This approach 

requires revision of the usual attitude definitions, which suffer from what 

logicians call a ―categorical error‖ that confuses when attitudes combine 

with the perception and judgment functions. The MBTI® scores can -- 

indeed must -- be employed to find the new ―decoupled‖ attitudes by a 

simple technique known as ―unpacking‖. 

This approach refutes a current inhibition preventing use of the 

scores for fear of misinterpreting them as indicating trait skill. 

Decoupling exposes flaws in the ―attitude balance‖ notion of the Type 

Dynamics (TD) method for estimating Jung‘s function-attitudes from the 

MBTI® without considering the scores. Focusing on the descriptions and 

conflicts of these new d-attitudes rather than (or in addition to) on those 

of the traditional c-attitudes brings a fresh approach to typology. 

References are supplied to further work using d-attitudes to determine 

Jung‘s function-attitudes from the MBTI®. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

After forty years of working mainly with the original four variable pairs 

E/I, S/N, T/F, P/J of the MBTI
®

, practitioners have begun to exploit Jung‘s 

underlying personality theory on which the questionnaire is intended to be 

based. This school of what might be called ―eight-function theory‖ has opened 

up many new applications to the study of personal interactions and teams [1, 2, 

4, 5, 18]. 

It has also exposed some deep flaws in the present attitude system. The 

main problem is that the two pairs of attitudes E/I and P/J are ―coupled‖ in the 

sense that they simultaneously influence both of Jung‘s domains, perception as 

well as judgment. 

These attitude pairs need to be decoupled into new pairs, one in each 

domain, that are fully independent of each other. Moreover, the names 

―perception‖ and ―judgment‖ originally given the non-Jungian pair cause 

confusion because these labels had been given previously to Jung‘s domains, 

generating a ―categorical error‖ in logic [13]. To solve these problems, it turns 

out that the questionnaire response counts – the scores -- must be used, despite 

admonitions against this in current certification programs. 

The chapter will show how to map MBTI
®

 scores to the new pair of 

decoupled attitudes, distinguishing between a larger ―principal‖ and smaller 

―subsidiary‖ one, each for a different domain. The calculations are quite 

simple, involving only the averaging of the two present coupled attitudes, 

followed by subtracting this average score from the larger coupled variable, a 

procedure called ―unpacking‖.  

The resulting decoupled attitudes give rigorous reasons why conventional 

methods, known as Type Dynamics (TD), do not adequately describe observed 

personalities [11, 12, 13]. TD‘s simplifying assumptions, while usually 

correct, can fail spectacularly for particular individuals. TD is not wrong so 

much as unreliable. The chapter reveals three such unreliable simplifications, 

all avoided by the new technique of averaging and unpacking scores. 

 

 

DOMAIN SPECIFIC ATTITUDES 
 

Jung defined a perception function pair Sensing/iNtuition and a judgment 

function pair Thinking/Feeling that are mutually independent in that neither 

affects the other. It follows implicitly that there must be an independent 
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extraverted or introverted attitude associated with each domain. These new 

attitudes will be described as ―decoupled‖ (d-) in contrast to the usual MBTI
®

 

―coupled‖ (c-) attitudes influencing both domains simultaneously. This chapter 

will show how to determine the independent d-attitudes from a given pair of 

MBTI
®

 coupled attitudes. 

This is motivated by the fact that each d-attitude combines naturally with 

one of the functions in the same domain to generate an accurate description of 

the domain‘s preferred function-attitudes, here called ―cognitive modes‖ [12] 

to avoid categorical confusion with the individual terms ―function‖ and 

―attitude‖ previously defined. 

In the p-domain for instance, the Sensing p-function would combine both 

qualitatively and quantitatively with the new extraverted p-attitude Ep to yield 

a ―principal‖ cognitive p-mode extraverted sensing Se, along with perhaps 

another ―subsidiary‖ p-mode, in this case either introverted sensing Si or 

extraverted intuition Ne, having a smaller positive score. 

 

 

SEMANTIC REVISION OF THE ATTITUDES 
 

Before continuing it is necessary to correct a subtle naming error 

involving the c-attitude pair currently known as ―perceiving‖ and ―judging‖ 

preferences.  

The problem is that these words have been already defined as describing 

the perception and judgment domains containing respectively the perception 

and judgment functions mentioned in the preceding section. Reusing these 

words to describe attitudes is therefore confusing, forcing one to rely on 

context to tell whether one is speaking of the attitude, the domain, or even the 

domain function.  

To avoid such errors, which logicians call ―categorical‖, the offending 

attitudes will simply be renamed, at least for the duration of the chapter.  

To this end, substitute the word ―fleXible‖, symbolized by ―X‖, for the 

―Perceiving‖ preference. Also substitute the word ―Constrained‖, symbolized 

by ―C‖, for the ―Judging‖ preference.  

This semantic change can be abandoned after the results here have been 

derived and discussed free of categorical confusion. The new decoupled  

(d-)attitudes will be defined as functions of these renamed coupled  

(c-)attitudes after a section justifying working with the scores, a practice 

presently avoided by most certified MBTI
®

 practitioners.  
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USING THE SCORES 
 

MBTI
®

 certification programs currently discourage keeping, or even 

looking at, the numerical scores associated with the four category pairs. 

Roughly speaking, these scores, officially called ―preference clarity indices‖ 

(pci) are counts of the difference in responses to the two forced-choice 

alternatives associated with each questionnaire item. Thus 23 extravert 

responses and 7 introvert responses would give a pci score of E16. Actually, 

some questionnaire items involve more than one variable, so the approximate 

description here intends only to convey a rough idea of response ―counts‖. 

Using the motto ―Sort, don‘t measure‖, neophyte MBTI
®

 practitioners are 

cautioned not to interpret scores as indicating skill or aptitude, and particularly 

to avoid comparing two peoples‘ scores to establish who is ―better‖. This 

advice, sound enough in itself, has unfortunately been elevated into an 

uncritical taboo on using the scores in any way at all. This is a bit like 

avoiding the dangers of reckless driving by forbidding anyone to drive a car. 

On the other hand, this chapter will prove that the scores MUST be used, 

correctly of course, to determine the d-attitudes and subsequently the Jungian 

mode categories sought. After the sorting of the modes has been 

accomplished, one is always free to discard the scores used for the sorting. 

And as with the MBTI
®

 scores, people should not be compared on the basis of 

their new attitude and mode scores. 

 

 

Mapping (Old) Coupled To (New) Decoupled Attitudes 
 

In accordance with the preceding semantic revision, let the scores for the 

fleXible (instead of ―perception‖) and Constrained (instead of ―judgment) d-

attitudes be respectively X and C, with X + C = 0. For all possible MBTI
®

 

scores define the following homogeneous linear transformation from the c-

scores E, I, X, C to new d-scores Ep, Ip, Ej, Ij known respectively as 

extraverted perception, introverted perception, extraverted judgment, 

introverted judgment: 

 

Ep = (E + X)/2; Ip = (I + C)/2 ; Ej = (E + C)/2 ; Ij = (I + X)/2             (1) 

 

Like the d-attitudes, the c-attitudes come in complementary pairs that sum 

to zero, a property employed later to simplify algebraic expressions: 
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E + I = X + C = Ep + Ip = Ej + Ij = 0              (2) 

 

These relationships are graphed in Figure 1, in which the letters ―P‖ and 

―J‖ are given below their new symbols ―X‖ and ―C‖ as faint reminders of the 

original misleading terminology. 

As the axis arrows show, some Figure 1 conventions differ slightly from 

those of the usual Cartesian coordinate systems. Most notably, both the 

horizontal and vertical axes, customarily unidirectional, have been made 

bidirectional and directed outward from the origin. Thus from the origin C 

runs to the right and X to the left, whereas E points up and I down. This is in 

order that, as most psychologists would prefer, all attitudes appear only with 

positive scores. This same bifurcation applies to the new d-attitudes: Ep runs 

diagonally to the upper left corner in opposition to its negative Ip going to the 

lower right, while Ej points to the upper right and Ij to the lower left. 

 

 

Figure 1. Coupled and Decoupled Attitudes. 
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The shaded square surrounding the origin is the region of scores < 20% 

considered ―slight‖ [8] where because of questionnaire uncertainty the type 

category might change upon retesting. Points outside this square are 

considered ―significant‖, i. e., free from random categorical reversal, for at 

least one of the attitudes. 

The transformation equations are intended to map the MBTI
®

 attitude 

scores to Jung‘s theory of cognitive modes so that the personality can be 

understood in Jungian terms. The c-attitude origins E = X = 0 of course map 

trivially to the d-attitude origins Ep = Ej = 0 because the transformation is 

―homogeneous‖, having no constants added. Let maximum values of the 

various attitudes be identified by an asterisk superscript * so that for instance 

E* stands for extraversion at its maximum MBTI
®

 score value 30 (100%), 

symbolized by E* = E30. Then Ep* = (E* + X*)/2, Ej* = (E* + C*)/2, which 

states that the maximal MBTI
®

 scores map precisely to the maximal decoupled 

attitude scores, the MBTI
®

 point (X*, E*) to (Ep*, 0) in the upper left corner 

and the MBTI
®

 point (C*, E*) to (0, Ej*) on the upper right. Since the 

transformation has two dimensions (variables), linear algebra theory states that 

these two point mappings are the most that can be specified exactly [16]. They 

are, however, enough to ensure that the d-attitude images are separate and 

independent for each perception or judgment domain. Note however that the 

introverted maximal points also happen to be identified precisely, for (I*, X*) 

maps to (0, Ij*) on the lower left and (I*, C*) to (Ip*, 0) on the lower right. 

Being linear interpolations between the maximum points and the origin, the 

resulting d-attitudes are not exact for non-maximal c-attitudes. But since no 

theoretical correspondences have been established for such intermediate scores 

anyway, interpolation should be good enough for practical typology because 

extrapolation is avoided. 

 

 

PRINCIPAL C-ATTITUDE 
 

For an individual with both c-attitudes positive, the unique defining 

equation (1) containing both of them identifies the principal d-attitude, its 

score said to be determined by ―averaging the c-scores‖. For example, I24 

(80%) and C12 (40%) yield Ip18 (60%), shown in Figure 1 as the point with 

coordinates 80%I and 40%C. 

An introverted person having these attitude scores would have no 

difficulty believing that a constrained attitude C could produce a principal d-

attitude Ip in the perception domain, since ―focus‖, the keyword for Ip, 
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connotes constrained concentration for gathering information, whether by 

sensing or by intuition. But consider the categorical confusion that would have 

been caused by using the original term ―judgment‖ instead of ―constraint‖. 

How could one reasonably employ ―judgment‖ in the perception domain? 

 

 

SUBSIDIARY C-ATTITUDE 
 

The formula (1) having the larger c-attitude and the opposite of the 

smaller c-attitude identifies the unique subsidiary d-attitude, the only other 

positive possibility among the four formulas. The subsidiary‘s subscript will of 

course be opposite to that of the principal subscript. If the E/I score exceeds 

the X/C score, the subsidiary capital letter will be the same as the principal‘s. 

Otherwise the subsidiary‘s capital letter will differ. For instance, when I and C 

are both positive, making Ip principal, I > C has Ij subsidiary whereas C > I 

makes Ej subsidiary. Some readers may be disturbed by the first possibility in 

which both d-attitudes are introverted, for this contradicts the ―attitude 

balance‖ idea first conceived by Briggs [9, p. 22] that (in the context of this 

chapter) the subsidiary‘s capital letter attitude must always differ from that of 

the principal. Such advocates of ―attitude balance‖ will be thus be particularly 

interested in the upcoming ―Attitude (im)balance‖ section‘s critique of this 

misleading concept. 

There are two ways to find the score for a subsidiary d-attitude. One way 

is to use its formula (1), which will always have its smaller term opposite from 

that of the smaller c-attitude given. For example, the subsidiary formula for 

I24, C12 would be Ij = (I + X)/2. This is because the opposite c-attitude is 

easily converted to the negative of the smaller d-attitude (X = -C), so that in 

the example Ij = (I + X)/2 = (I - C)/2 = (I24 – C12)/2 = Ij 6, sometimes called 

the ―mean difference‖ of I24 and X12 [17, p. 31]. 

 

 

UNPACKING 
 

The other way is, in the picturesque language of John Beebe, to ―unpack‖ 

the larger d-attitude by subtracting from it the already computed principal d-

attitude score. In the example this gives I24 – Ip18 = Ij 6, verifying the result 

already shown. This confirmation can be proven by adding and subtracting 

half the larger score and then rearranging terms: 
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Ij = (I + X)/2 + (I - I)/2 = I – (I - X)/2 = I – (I + C)/2 = I – Ip           (3) 

 

The reader can confirm that this form of relation also holds when the other 

c-attitude is larger, as for I12, C24 for which the principal is still Ip18. In this 

case however the now extraverted subsidiary score is Ej = C24 – Ip18 = Ej 6. 

Since in practice the principal score is always computed before that of the 

subsidiary, unpacking is usually more convenient than the first ―mean 

difference‖ method. A general proof of the unpacking equation [18, pp. 31-2] 

is valid for all eight possibilities, but the abstraction needed would require the 

introduction of more notation. 

In Figure 1 the coupled attitude coordinates C12 and I24 are shown as 

vectors on the rectangular C and I axes. Also the decoupled attitude 

coordinates Ip18 (60%), Ij 6 (20%) are shown as vectors on the diagonal Ip and 

Ij axes. This emphasizes that nothing more than coordinate transformation is 

involved here. Geometrically speaking, the diagonal axes are obtained by 

rotating the rectangular axes 45 degrees and stretching the axes 41% to make 

them reach the corners. Like the multiplication table, or the formal theorems of 

Euclid‘s plane geometry, this entirely deterministic relationship needs no 

experimental verification. 

 

 

INVERSION, REPACKING AND CONSERVATION 
 

It is interesting to invert the d-attitude defining equations to obtain 

expressions for the original c-attitudes in terms of the new d-attitudes. Thus 

adding the Ep and Ej expressions yields, after canceling out X + C = 0, 

 

E = Ep + Ej                 (4) 

 

as one might expect. 

 

Similarly 

 

I = Ip + Ij.                  (5) 

 

There is however something of a surprise in store for the X/C attitudes, 

obtained by cancelling out E + I = 0 after adding the expressions with the d-

attitude in question. This gives 
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X = Ep + Ij                 (6) 

 

and 

 

C = Ej + Ip,                 (7) 

 

These equations in fact finish the incomplete c-attitude definitions given 

by [9, p. 9] that only involve the extraverted first terms. For instance consider 

the following statement there (using in parentheses our modified terminology 

to avoid the confusion of categorical error): ―Preference for a (fleXible) 

attitude affects a person‘s choice to use the (fleXible) attitude with the outer 

world (in the perception domain as Ep).‖ Missing of course is the following 

expression of the second term Ij for X: ―or to use it with the world of ideas (in 

the judgment domain as Ij).‖ Such description of attitudes only for extraverts 

has generated much confusion, especially in the original expression already 

plagued with categorical naming errors. Dealing only with the decoupled 

attitudes fortunately clears all this up. 

Inversion may be considered ―packing‖ or ―repacking‖ the results of an 

unpacking calculation to see if the original coupled attitude scores are 

obtained. The example d-attitudes Ip18 and Ij12, when added together, do give 

the original d-attitude I30 as predicted by Eq. (5). Combining the d-attitudes to 

check the original C 6 is tricky, however, Ij12 being dependent on X rather 

than C. Its negative must be used therefore when repacking, yielding 

–Ij12 + Ip18 = C 6, confirming Eq. (7). 

Taken together, packing and unpacking suggest a conservation law 

associated with the transformation. The responses for each coupled attitude 

must be distributed among the decoupled attitudes so as to add up to the 

original score. 

This can be regarded as a sort of conservation of responses analogous to 

the conservation of mass and energy in physics. Romantics may see this as a 

conservation of ―psychic‖ energy, but more prosaically it is more of an 

accounting principle. Note, however, that such conservation must characterize 

any correct determination of Jungian information from the MBTI
®

. 

 

 

EXTREME RELATIONS 
 

Understanding of the various attitudes is deepened further by examining 

certain extreme situations. Suppose for instance that the X/C attitudes both 
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happen to be zero (X = C = 0), with the extraversion score equal to some value 

E‘. Then E‘ will be split into two equal parts: Ep‘ = Ej‘ = E‘/2. This suggests 

calling the Jung attitudes E and I together the ―aggregation attitudes‖. 

If on the other hand the E/I attitude is zero (E = I = 0) and the X/C attitude 

is X0, then decoupled extraversion and introversion will divide equally 

between the domains, the extraversion going to the p-domain: Ep0 = Ij0 = X0/2. 

Similarly when C = C0, the X/C variable also splits, extraversion going this 

time to the j-domain: Ej0 = Ip0 = C0/2. This suggests calling the Briggs attitudes 

X and C together the ―distribution attitudes‖. 

 

 

ATTITUDE (IM) BALANCE 
 

The preceding analysis proved that the d-attitudes are in the same 

direction, both extraverted or both introverted, whenever the aggregate 

attitudes exceed the distribution attitudes (E/I > X/C), whereas they take 

opposite directions, one extraverted and the other introverted, when the 

distribution attitudes exceed the aggregate attitudes (X/C > E/I). Following 

[18, p. 33] let the first situation be described as ―doubleversion‖; following [3, 

p. 92] let the second be known as ―ambiversion‖ or ―attitude balance‖. Notice 

that the scores have been used here, not to measure, but to sort -- the 

doubleverts from the ambiverts. 

Myers [9, p. 19], after commenting that ―almost all of (Jung‘s) followers 

…assume that the two most developed processes are used in the favorite 

sphere (both introverted or both extraverted) ...‖, interprets Jung‘s phrase ―… 

the auxiliary function ... is in every respect different from the nature of the 

main function‖ as meaning that the d-attitudes always differ, so that everyone 

is an ambivert. Jung did not mean this, however, for he was writing only about 

the functions, not the attitudes. The phrase quoted appears in a three-page 

section, devoted entirely to functions, in which neither the word ―attitude‖ nor 

any of its synonyms ever appears [7, 18, p. 69]. Thus Myers unfortunately 

quoted Jung out of context to support her assumption that doubleversion does 

not exist, even though this ―balance‖ would totally contradict Jung‘s followers. 

It would even contradict another of Jung‘s statements, supplied by his disciple 

Jolanda Jacobi [7], that ―while there are extraverts and introverts, there are 

also many more normal people who use both attitudes‖. He was, to use this 

chapter‘s terminology, contrasting doubleverts with ambiverts, but asserting 

that both existed. 
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The author‘s experience with hundreds of Stanford students is that 80-

90% were ambiverts, the rest being doubleverted. Although Myers too 

eloquently characterizes doubleversion as ―unbalanced‖, to be fair the author 

has found the performance of student doubleverts to be comparable to that of 

ambiverts. And among the author‘s industrial contacts, the doubleverts often 

have senior executive positions such as Sales Manager in which, ironically, 

they reject using the MBTI
®

 because its practitioners gave inaccurate 

personality descriptions by assuming ambiversion instead of the doubleverted 

Ne and Fe. 

Whether or not doubleversion is considered an ―aberration‖, to use 

Spoto‘s unfortunately pejorative word [15], it should at least be recognized as 

existing. Otherwise its possessors can‘t have their personalities described 

accurately. The famous Type Table, with its 16 ambiverted-only types should 

now be seen as only half complete, especially for assigning people to positions 

on a design team [17]. 

Myers probably would not have rejected doubleversion if she had taken 

into account that Jung, although he only discussed the dominant and auxiliary 

cognitive modes, actually defined not just two but four pairs of modes 

potentially active for every individual. The author [18, p. 11] has called 

attention to Jung‘s pair of modes in each domain, calling the larger one 

―principal‖ and the smaller one ―subsidiary‖ as in the treatment here of the 

attitudes.  

When the principal modes are doubleverted, these subsidiary modes 

provide the sort of balance that Myers calls for. This is what happened with 

the Stanford student double introverts, all of whom had at least one extraverted 

subsidiary mode for dealing with the outside world. Similarly all the double 

extraverts had an introverted subsidiary mode for interior depth. Happily then, 

Myers‘ balance concept becomes useful again when the subsidiary modes are 

included with the principal ones. But in the limited world of the attitudes the 

balance idea is premature. 

 

 

D-ATTITUDE DESCRIPTIONS AND CONFLICTS 
 

The decoupled attitudes deserve at least as much attention as the 

traditional coupled attitudes that have an extensive literature already. In the 

tables following, the d-attitude keywords ―exploration‖ for Ep, ―focus‖ for Ip, 

―control‖ for Ej, and ―appraisal‖ for IJ, also shown in Figure 1, are intended as 

initial steps toward popularizing the new d-attitudes.  
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Table 1. Perception domain decoupled attitude descriptions 

 

Ep Extraverted Percept‘n EXPLORAT‘N Ip Introverted Perception FOCUS 

Connects well with people Doesn‘t initiate talk with strangers 

Values newness and variety Comfortable with routine 

Makes interests obvious Appears difficult to know 

Plunges ahead without detailed plans Good at following directions 

Enjoys meeting new people Prefers talking to known people 

Keeps options open Likes order 

Learns by doing, listening and questioning Learns reflectively 

Works well against a deadline Starts projects early 

Talkative, lively, and flexible Quiet and reserved 

 

Table 2. Judgment domain decoupled attitude descriptions 

 

Ej Extraverted Judgment CONTROL IJ Introverted judgment AP’RAIS’L 

Connects well with people Doesn‘t initiate talk with strangers 

Comfortable with routine Values newness and variety 

Makes interests obvious Appears difficult to know 

Good at following directions Plunges ahe‘d without detail‘d plans 

Enjoys meeting new people Prefers talking to known people 

Likes order  Keeps options open 

Learns by doing, listening and questioning Learns reflectively 

Starts projects early Works well against a deadline 

Talkative, lively but constrained Quiet, reserved but flexible 

 

The tables combine the various facets of the c-attitudes [10, p. 5 and 7], 

arranging them in opposition to each other to emphasize potentials for conflict. 

The tables are only a cautious beginning; they are intended to generate more 

well-informed guides for personality theorists and type practitioners. It is easy 

to see why Ep opposes Ip, and EJ opposes IJ; line by line their facets are 

opposite, either E vs. I or flexibility (P) vs. Constraint (J). Comparing Ep with 

the two j-domain d-attitudes is not so clearcut, however, for only the 

Constraint facets differ for Ep, and only the Introverted facets differ for IJ. 
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In a similar manner Ip is only half different from the judgment domain d-

attitudes. This paradoxical situation stems from the fact that the c-attitudes 

couple the domains while remaining independent of each other, whereas the d-

attitudes, although decoupling the domains, half interact between domains in 

the way just described. Personologists should be aware of this situation when 

seeking to resolve personality conflicts rooted in the attitudes. 

 

 

D-ATTITUDES COMBINE WITH FUNCTIONS 

TO FORM COGNITIVE MODES 
 

Although the cognitive modes are beyond the scope of this chapter, it is 

worth noting that for any individual the d-attitude in each domain combines 

naturally with the known function in the same domain to form both a principal 

and an auxiliary cognitive mode [18, Ch. 5]. The mathematics is entirely 

similar to that for decoupling the attitudes. 

Each domain‘s principal mode is identified by putting the name of the 

domain c-attitude together with the name of the domain function. For example, 

Extraverted Perception Ep joins with Sensing S to make Extraverted Sensing 

Se. The score then is simply the average of the two component scores:  

Se = (Ep + S)/2 in the example. 

The corresponding subsidiary mode is identified by changing the letter 

symbol for the attitude or function having the smaller score. In the example 

this would mean that Ep < S would make Si subsidiary, whereas S < Ep would 

make it Ne. The subsidiary score is obtained by unpacking the principal score 

from the larger d-attitude or function score: S – Se if S > Ep, or Ep – Se if Ep > 

S. These operations are analogous to those decoupling the attitudes. 

In passing note that whenever the function score is larger, the subsidiary 

mode will be in the opposite attitude from that of the principal. This situation 

should calm Briggs and Myers‘ reasonable concerns about having extraversion 

and introversion both present in a personality. 

 

 

THE PRINCIPAL D-ATTITUDE MAY NOT INDICATE 

THE DOMINANT MODE 
 

The principal d-attitude defined earlier is found categorically by Type 

Dynamics. Moreover, TD also assumes that the domain of the principal d-
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attitude is the same as that of the dominant cognitive mode. Reynierse, calling 

this the ―pointer‖ concept, found experimentally that it does not reliably 

identify the dominant mode [13]. Like the attitude balance concept, this 

assumption is true for most -- but not all -- people. TD, categorically unable 

look at scores, must assume in particular that the function scores never 

influence the dominant mode. But since every mode score averages the scores 

of a d-attitude and a function, the function score must be just as influential as 

the d-attitude score. Thus the TD assumption fails when the function score 

exceeds that of the d-attitude by a large enough amount. 

Take for instance the d-attitudes Ij18 (60%) and Ip 6 (20%) of the earlier 

double introversion example, and suppose the associated function scores are S 

6 (20%) and T30 (100%). TD would, without examining the function scores, 

declare Si dominant. But in fact the mode averages would be Si12 (40%) and 

Ti18 (60%), clearly making Ti dominant and Si auxiliary. Such cases may be 

rare, but the finite possibility of their occurrence makes TD unreliable for 

indicating the dominant mode. 

 

 

THE UNRELIABILITY OF TYPE DYNAMICS 
 

Like the now discredited pointer concept, TD‘s attitude balance idea, even 

though it works for most people, is unreliable because of the existence of 

doubleverts. A third source of unreliability is the presence of subsidiary 

cognitive modes, two more than the principal ones recognized by TD. These 

three unreliabilities easily explain why Reynierse and Harker [12, 13] found 

insufficient agreement between TD predictions and actual behavior. But do not 

despair. Averaging and unpacking are all that‘s needed to get the Jungian 

mode information right -- every time. 

 

 

CONCLUSION 
 

The chapter has exposed and corrected the deficiencies in conventional 

attitude theory mentioned in the introduction. To this end the attitudes were 

renamed temporarily and the use of scores justified. Then a simple linear 

transformation -- averaging and unpacking -- was constructed for mapping the 

MBTI
®

 scores to the extreme corners of the space of attitudes where Jung‘s 

theory matches that of the questionnaire. Non-extreme scores are found by 
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linear interpolation. Principal and subsidiary attitudes were defined for later 

use in determining cognitive modes. A graphic interpretation was provided 

that showed the new transformation to be a rotation and stretching of the 

MBTI
®

 coordinate system on to the Jungian domains. Examination of extreme 

cases suggested names for the c-attitude pairs: ―aggregation‖ for Jung‘s E/I, 

and ―distribution‖ for Briggs‘ X/C (or P/J). 

Since the new decoupled attitudes should be as least as interesting to type 

theorists as the present coupled ones, preliminary d-attitude descriptions were 

suggested for each domain. True opposition between d-attitudes is possible 

within either domain, but across domains a given d-attitude only opposes half 

of either d-attitude in the other domain, truly a complication for careful 

typologists. 

The new transformation, analytically deterministic and therefore needing 

no experimental verification, revealed three oversimplification flaws in the 

current Type Dynamics procedure. TD‘s attitude balance assumption was 

shown not to be universal; attitude scores determine whether ambiversion or 

doubleversion occurs. The averaging and unpacking ideas also extend to 

cognitive mode determination, showing why ―dominance pointing‖ to find the 

dominant mode is not reliable. The third oversight of TD is its failure to 

recognize each domain‘s subsidiary mode. It is time to abandon TD in favor of 

the totally reliable transformation proposed here with its simple averaging and 

unpacking procedures. 
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